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Abstract—In this paper, a design of ultra wideband (UWB) 

printed microstrip antennas that fed by microstrip transmission line 
were presented and printed on a substrate Taconic TLY-5 material 
with relative dielectric constant of 2.2. The proposed antennas were 
designed to cover the frequency range of 3.5 to 12 GHz. The 
antennas of printed patch shapes are rectangular, triangle/rectangular, 
hexagonal, and circular with the same dimensions of feeder and 
ground plane. The proposed antennas were simulated using a package 
of CST microwave studio in the 2 to 12 GHz operating frequency 
range. Simulation results and comparison for return loss (S11), 
radiation patterns, and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) were 
presented and discussed over the UWB frequency. 
 

Keywords—Microstrip patch antenna, ultra-wideband frequency, 
wireless communication systems, return loss and radiation patterns. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
S the acceptance of using UWB technology was reported 
in [1] by the FCC in the USA of frequency range 

between 3.1 and 10.6 GHz, the small size and low cost are the 
main research goals in military and commercial applications. 
The UWB technology for wireless systems makes the users 
free from wires and enables the wireless connections of 
multiple devices and several users in transmission and 
reception. Now a day, the requirement of using wireless 
system is increasing with high bit rate transfer at low power 
consumption. The size of these systems was reduced for 
reliability usage, so, small UWB antenna should be designed 
to be comfortable with the wireless devices. A small T-slotted 
patch UWB antenna was designed by Yusnita Rahayu [2] to 
improve the evaluation of antenna performance. A circular 
disc of one and two microstrip lines in the feeder part was 
produced by [3] for three bands from 1.8 GHz to 8.12 GHz of 
the third generation mobile and UWB systems. Rectangular 
shaped patch antenna with two concave and convex circulated 
corners at the bottom part of the radiator was designed in [4] 
to cover the UWB operation dynamic range and the results 
cleared the effect of these corners on the impedance matching 
of the feeder and radiator. The number of dielectric layers and 
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the stacked radiator dimensions for each layer was studied in 
[5] at different locations of the feed line. A narrow cavity 
backed antenna was described in [6] to optimize the 
impedance matching through these cavities and compare their 
effective with conventional proximity coupled antenna. A 
small microstrip planar antenna design was deployed in [7] 
with integrated E-shaped slots in the ground plane and in [8] 
with wide slot on the microstrip-line feeder. Geometry 
diamond-shape of patch antenna was designed in [9] with 
several notches on each side of the patch to perform the 
parameters of the microstrip antenna, such as return loss (S11), 
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), and radiation pattern. In 
this paper, we proposed four small size geometrical patch-
shaped antennas and they are rectangular, triangle 
/rectangular, hexagonal, and circular patch forms to cover the 
UWB frequency. The comparison between these proposed 
antennas is illustrated in return loss, VSWR, and radiation 
patterns configurations. 

II.  ANTENNA DESIGN SHAPES 
All the proposed antennas are printed on Taconic TLY-5 

substrate of thickness 1.4mm and relative dielectric constant 
( r) of 2.2. The dimensions of the patch are excited using a 50 
input impedance of the microstrip line. The printed patches are 
made of copper of 0.035mm thickness (t) and the dimensions 
of the ground plane are same for the proposed geometrical 
designs as shown in Fig. 1. The gap between ground plane and 
radiating patch is 1mm for all simulated antennas. The 
rectangular patch antenna of Fig. 2 was designed having 
dimensions of 16x14mm2 and it is fed by a feeder of 4.8 x 
12mm2 in dimension. The patch and feeder are printed on 
substrate of 30x28mm2 in dimension. The triangle/rectangular-
shaped antenna is shown in Fig. 3 as radiator geometry of the 
planer PCB antenna and its dimensions. The patch area is 
reduced by removing two parts of 8mm length and θ  = 45o 
from the both top sides of the patch as a modification in the 
first rectangular-shape antenna to change the center frequency. 
The third geometry of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 4 
which consists of hexagonal-shape patch of 4mm arc and θ = 
45o with the same dimensions for transmission line feeder as 
those for previous designs. The idea of this design approach is 
to increase the antenna activity in cellular area 
communications and single-chip radar transceiver. Fig. 5 
shows the forth geometry circular form antenna with radius of 
8mm. The circular-shape is designed to obtain the best return 
loss (S11) at lower frequency band that makes the antenna 
useful for mobile phones and remote sensing devices 
applications. 
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Fig. 1 The same back view for all proposed shapes of UWB antennas 

 

 
Fig. 2 Front view of rectangular-shaped antenna 

 

 
Fig. 3 Front view of triangle/rectangular-shaped antenna 

 

 
Fig. 4 Front view of hexagonal-shaped antenna 

 

 
Fig. 5 Front view of circular-shaped antenna 

III. SIMULATED RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The CST microwave studio software was used in simulation 

run to calculate the results of return loss (S11, VSWR, and 
radiation patterns in frequency domain. Fig. 6 shows the 
simulated S11 less than -10 dB in the whole UWB bandwidth 
and the best radiation for rectangular-shaped antenna at 
frequencies of 4.3 GHz and 8.5 GHz when S11 is less than -20 
dB. For triangle/rectangular-shaped antenna, the starting 
frequency at nearly 4 GHz and the best value of S11 below -25 
dB at 6 GHz as a resonance frequency. In hexagonal-shaped 
antenna, the S11 below -10dB is up to 8 GHz and the best 
radiation at frequency of 4.2 GHz when S11 is less than -25 
dB. So this antenna can be used for 3.5 to 8 GHz UWB 
wireless system applications. In circular-shaped antenna, the 
S11 less than -10 dB characteristics are the same as that for 
hexagonal antenna. Figs. 7 and 8 show the simulated VSWR 
of the Taconic TLY-5 material proposed antennas that less 
than 2 for whole the UWB bandwidth. For the proposed 
geometrical printed monopole antennas of different shape, the 
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simulation results for radiation patterns are shown in Figs. 9 
and 10 which have been performed at 2 GHz to 12 GHz. 
These radiation patterns were simulated at frequency of 8.5 
GHz, elevation angle (Phi = 45o, 90o) and azimuth angle 
(Theta = 45o, 90o) which depict antenna’s omni-directional 
patterns along the UWB frequency range. When the phi and 
theta are equal to 45o, the radiation patterns are slightly better 
than those when phi and theta are equal to 90o in covering 
omni-directional area. 
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Fig. 6 The simulated return loss for four geometrical forms antennas 
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Fig. 7 Simulated rectangular-shaped and triangle/rectangular-shaped 

antennas VSWR 

 
Fig. 8 Simulated hexagonal-shaped and circular-shaped antennas 
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(b) 
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(c) 
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(d) 

Fig. 9 Simulated radiation patterns for rectangular and 
triangle/rectangular patch shapes at 8.5 GHz (a), (b) E-plane (c), (d) 
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(c) 
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(d) 

Fig. 10 Simulated radiation patterns for hexagonal and circular patch 
forms at 8.5 GHz (a) and (b) E-plane (c) and (d) H-plane 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents four different patch shapes of UWB 

antennas with the same substrate, feed transmission line, and 
ground plane dimensions. These antennas are suitable for 
small size of wireless UWB and narrow band systems because 
of their attractive characteristics, such as, small size, low cost, 
impedance bandwidth, omni-directional radiation, easy 
fabrication, and low weight. The rectangular and 
triangle/rectangular patch shapes antennas have a good 
performance compared with hexagonal and circular patch 
shapes antennas by covering most of the UWB frequency. So, 
they are more suitable in operation for multiband systems 
through the wideband applications. 
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